FreshGames® Brings Tropical Farming Hit Ranch Rush®2 to iPad
Ranch Rush fans offered exclusive chance to win cameo appearance in Ranch Rush 3

COLUMBUS, Ohio, October 27, 2010 – Leading casual game developer FreshGames, announces that Ranch
Rush® 2, sequel to the smash hit Ranch Rush for PC, Mac, iPhone and iPod touch, is now available on the
App Store for iPad. Combining the addictive game play of Ranch Rush's tropical time management
adventure with the intuitive interface of iPad, Ranch Rush 2 HD has been reengineered to take full
advantage of the device's amazing Multi-Touch capabilities and high resolution screen.
Ranch Rush 2 HD for iPad adds beautiful high resolution graphics and an interface perfectly tuned for the
iPad, transporting gamers to an exotic island paradise complete with an addictive fishing mini-game, a fresh
island backdrop for Sara and her monkey friend Coco and even a lawn gnome or two.
The game includes 160 super charged levels that keep the frenzied action churning non-stop – (Video here).
Additional features include limitless replay opportunities and rewarding gamers with trophies and titles for
impressive in-game accomplishments, as well as an untimed free-play mode that lets gamers explore, build
and decorate the island oasis of their dreams. Gamers can even share exciting in-game events with friends
through Facebook.
To celebrate the release of Ranch Rush 2 HD for iPad, FreshGames is kicking off the amazing “Become a
Star” promotion, a contest perfect for fans of the Ranch Rush series. One lucky fan will win a cameo
appearance in Ranch Rush 3 alongside Sara in her next quirky Ranch Rush farming experiment. Five runnerup participants will get the ultimate fan perk, an advance copy of Ranch Rush 3 before it is released.
“We are lucky to have an incredible following and we wanted to give something special back to our fans as a
thank you for supporting the Ranch Rush series,” said Stephan Smith, president of FreshGames. “This special
promotion felt like the perfect way to do just that.” Fans can register to see themselves in the highly
anticipated Ranch Rush 3 through FreshGames.com
Ranch Rush 2 HD is available for $4.99 from the App Store on iPad or at iTunes/AppStore/

About FreshGames®
FreshGames® is a leading developer and global publisher of casual games based in Columbus, Ohio.
The company was formed in 2002 by gaming industry veterans and seasoned marketers with a
shared vision to create interactive games offered through the Internet, handheld devices and a
host of other platforms. FreshGames has won multiple awards for its original casual game content,
including Cubis®, Word Mojo™, ZenGems® and Ranch Rush®.
Millions around the world have downloaded the company’s games, which also appear on leading
online portals such as Yahoo, MSN, GameHouse, Shockwave and BigFishGames, and have
purchased them through major retail partners globally. FreshGames properties are available for

multiple devices and platforms, from Palm®, Smartphone, iPhone, iPad and iPod to online casinos
and skills-based gaming sites.
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